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SUMMARY

Somegereralisations of Kronecker product are proposed for the
construction of effectwise orthogonal factorial designs. The methods
susigisted have wide applicability, ensure desirable properties with respect
to main effects, lead to flexibility inblock size and generally require a
small number of replicates.

Introduction

A factorial design is called effectwise orthogonal if the best
linear estimates of estimable treatment contrasts belonging to differ
ent factorial effects are orthogonal (f.e- uncorrelatcd) so that the
adjusted treatment sum ofsquares can be split up orthogonally into
components due to different factorial effects which can be shown in
the same analysis of variance table.

The problem ofconstruction ofeffectwise orthogonal factorial
designs starting from some particular sufiBcient conditions was
considered by John [2], Dean and John [1] etc. Recently Mukerjee
[5] proposed some broader methods starting from a necessary and
sufficient condition for effectwise orthogonality. In the present work
following the line of Mukerjee [5] some further methods of con
struction are proposed utilising some generalisations of Kronecker
product. The methods suggested have wide applicability, ensure
desirable properties with respect to main eEFects, lead to flexibility in
block size and generally require a small number of replicates.

Notations and Preliminaries

Essentially we follow the system of notations introduced in
Mukerjee (1981). Consider a factorial experiment involving m factors
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thej th factor being at sj ( >2) levels, m. Let the

V(= Tt jj) level combinations be arranged in a block design vi'ith b
7=1

blocks and incidence matrix N The fixed effects intrablock
model with no block-treatment interaction aijd with a constant error
variance is assumed. Throughout this paper the v level combinations
will be lexicographically ordered (cf. Kurkjian and Zelen [3]).

Definition 2.1. A proper matrix is a square matrix with all row
sums and column sums equal.

For an equireplicate factorial experiment in a block design with
constant block size and with incidence matrix N, the following
theorem was proved by Mukerjee [4] :

Theorem 2.1- A. necessary and sufficient condition for the design
to be effectwise orthogonal is that AW is of the form

V,j).
g='l j=l

...(2.1)

where X is Kronecker Tproduct, XVgj^VgiXVgiX ...XVgm, w is a

positive integer, are some real numbers and for each g, Vg, is
some proper matrix of order sj.

If NN' satisfies the condition stated above, following Mukerjee
(1979) i£ is said to have structure K. '

Because of Theorem 2,1, in the construction of effectwise ortho
gonal designs it seems natural to start with some form of product of
simpler designs. As pointed out by Mukerjee [5], the ordinary
Kronecker product does not serve our purpose since it may make the
block size and/or the number of replicates of the ultimate design too
large. Therefore' one has to consider" some generalisations of
Kronecker product. Some such generalisations have been considered
in Mukerjee [5], A few more are going to be presented here.

Generalised Cvclic Product

As in Mukerjee (1981), the union of/7 block designs iV*,•..,//*
involving the same set of treatments is a design with incidence matrix

i=\

...(3.1)
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when the initial block designs are labelled by two or more subscripts
they are arranged in lexicographic order in the right-hand member
of (3.1).

For I letDj be a varietal design (notnecessarily binary)
in blocks, varieties (denoted by 0,1,..., i'^-l) with common
replication number n, constant block size kj and incidence matrix

).Let for iKjKm,

II—\

Np >"^1 ) = 2
1=0

...(3.2)

where u is a positive integer and elements of Nj, are nonnegative
integers.

Definition 3.1. The generalised cyclic product of order
of with respect to the decomposition (3.2) is a

design with incidence matrix

u—l u-l I

iV"' = U [ 2 (Z Nj,)
hn-u:.hm=0 ii,...lt=0 J=1 j

^ •^7!/i+--'+7(+Ap]< --.(S.S)

for i+l<7< m, /i+... + /,-h/z; being reduced mod u.

If'=1. generalised cyclic product of order r reduce to cyclic
product introduced in Mukerjee [5] and if t—m or w= l it reduces to
ordinary Kronecker product.

Associating the rows of with the v level combinations
following lexicographic order, for the resulting w-factor design the
following theorem can be proved.

Theorems.! If for each j. /(f'C./<m:0</<M—I) the design
Nil has constant block size u~%, then the m-factor design N^" is
effectwise orthogonal.

Proof. By (3.1), (3.3) and the standard rules for operation
with partitioned matrices and Kronecker products

u-\ H-I
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"1,...,'^.=^ '̂=1

m

j=t+\

u—l «—1 II—1 t ^

=1j £ ^ /;+%)]
/-„=0 li..../,=0 Pi,-,P,=0 ;=1

m

X (A' + jVi^/^+"- +/,+Pi+"-+p,+/y)]
7=^+1

«—t t u-\

= L iV,v. Afj.o'+P,)]
p„-. p(=0-'~' 'f»=0

m «—1

tx (x; Af(,.iv:,„.+Pi+-+P')]> •••(3.4);=/+! /,.=o ^ '

where, lj+P7,l;+Pi+••• + P( etc are reduced mod u. Since for
1^j<w, Nj are equireplicate with common replication number Vj, it
is easy to check that under the condition of the theorem for each

M—1

lj=0

and

II—\ ^ ,

are proper
/,^0

matrices with each row sum and column sum u~hjkj. Hence by
(3.4), has structure K. Further the design

m

has constant block size n kj and has common replication
7=1

m

number ^ rj. Hence the result follows by Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.
;=l

Following Mukerjee [5] a simple procedure is described for
gettingthe matrices A*}'/! I) such that the conditions
of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. For denote the varieties in Dj
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by 0,1,...,S3—1 and let be an array formed by writing the
blocks of D) as columns. Suppose for each j, fois an integral multiple
of u.

Then partitioning Z'j into u subarrays each with «"^fcycoloumiJs
as

z^ = (4. 4«-i)

in order statisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.T, it is enough to take
for each 1 1) the matrix Nji as the incidence matrix of a
varietal design with blocks given by the columns ofZy,.

Thus the me.thod of generalised cyclic product is widely appli
cable. The following example illustrates the method.

Example 3.1. To construct a 2x 3 X5 design let Dj (./=1,2,3)
be such that

p ^2— T0 ri' -^3—
0 1 2
1 2 0'

1 2 3 4 0

40123

Here &;=2 (j= 1,2,3). ri=l,r2=r3=2. For m=2, k\,k2,ks are inte
gral multiples of u. Hsnce taking i/=2, we may form matrices Nj;
as stated earlier from the subarrays Zji (7=1, 2, 3; 1=0, 1). Thus.

Mio~~
1

L 0 J

N30 =

Afii=
0

1
, A'2o =

100

010

001

• 00001 n ~ 01000
10000 00100
01000 .A^31 = 00010
00100 • 00001

L 00010 L 10000

N21
001

TOO

010

Now using generalised cyclicproduct of order 2 (as in (3.3)) it
is possible to construct a 2X3 X5 design with incidence matrix

r
(S Nil xNzi^x N3,1^+12,

L /i,/s=0 ^

S Nil XNzi2 XA's./j+fj+i) ,
h,k=0 2^12
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where Ii+lz,/i+I2+I are reduced mod 2. The. above design
requires four replicates and involves blocks of size 4. By Theorem
3.1, the design is efifectwise orthogonal. Writing the design in full
it can also seen to be connected.

Some furlher properties of generalised cyclic product and their
illustration with reference to the above example will be considered in
the last section.

Khatri Rao Product

In this section we shall use a special product, introduced by
Khatri and Rao in a different context. We shall use the product in
form given in Rao (1973, pp 30).

For 1^ let Dj, iV; be as in the preceding section. Let for
be partitioned as

-(4.1)

where wisa positive integer and for each 1 (0^1<m—1), Nji repre
sents a varietal design in sj varieties with constant block sizek}.

Definition 4.1. The Khatri-Rao product ot Nu---,Nn, with
respect to the partition (4.1) is a design with incidencematrix

mm m

Njo, XNi,u-i)
j=l ;=1 j=i

(of Rao (1973, pp 30)).

...(4.2)

The Khatri-Rao product reduces to ordinary Kronecker product
if«=I. Associating the rows of with v level combinations
following lexicographic order, for the resulting m—factor design the
following theorem can be proved :

27ieo/'eOT 4.1. If for eachy,/(l^j<'M; 1), the design
Nj, be equireplicate (with common replication number say, rji), then
the m—factor design iV'®' is effectwise orthogonal.

Proof. Under the given condition, it readily follows that the
matrix Nj,Nj, is proper (with each row sum and column sum kifji)
foreach7,/ (l<7</«; 0<1<M-1).,Hence by (4.2),.

«—r m '
2 {X NjiN'},)
/=0 j=l
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has Structure K. Further, it is easy to check that the design iV'®'
has constant block size

m

Tcky

and is equireplicate with common replication number
\

"—1 m

2 ).
/=o y=i'

Hence the result follows by Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.

We now describe a simple procedure for getting Nji (l^j^m;
0<1<«-1) such that the conditions of tbe above theorem are satisfi
ed. For defining the array corresponding to as
in the preceding section, suppose it is possible to partition Zj into
subarrays

...(4.3)

such that inZji'(0<I^(u—I) the symbols 0,1,...,^;-! occur equal
number of times. For each j, I, taking Nj, as the incidence matrix
of the varietal design with blocks given by the columns ofZj", the
conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied.

The following example illustrates the method.

Example 4.1. To construct a 5X9 design let £>j(/=l, 2) be
such that

Zi=0 241304321, Z2=0 1 2 0 3 6. We partition Zi, Z2 as in
1302421043 345147 ...(4.3)

678258

with m=2 and Zf=0 2 4 1 3
1 3 0 2 4,

Zf>=Q 1 2 ,

3 4 5

6 7 8

za)=0 4 3 2 1

2 1 0 4 3,

Z^2 '̂=0 3 6 .

1 47

2 5 8

Then the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold with ki—2, kz 3, rio
rii=2, r2Q=r2i= I. Now taking the matrices (7=1, 2; /=0, I)
as stated earlier and applying Khatri-Rao product a 5X 9 design in
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blocks of size 6 in onlyfour replications can be constructed. By
Theorem 4.1, the design is eflfectwise orthogonal. Writing the design
in full it can also be seen to be connected.

Some further properties of Khatri-Rao product and their
illustration with reference to the above example will be considered
in the next section.

Further Properties of the Methods

We have, in this paper, suggested two distinct methods for the
construction of effectwise orthogonal designs startingfrom equire-
plicate varietal designs Dj{K,J^m). Following the line of Mukerjee
[5], it can beshown under quite general conditions these methods are
faithful with regard to main effects in the sense of Mukerjee [5], In
other words, under quite general conditions these methods transmit
theproperties (in, terms of loss of information on different contrasts)
of the varietal design Dj to main effectFj in the ultimate factorial
design (K./</m). Denoting the ultimate factorial design by D, this
means in particular that if the method of construction be faithful
then (0 all contrasts belonging to main effect Fj are estimable in D if
Dj be connected, (h) maineffectf; isbalanced in Dif be balanced,
{Hi) main effect Fj is partially balanced in D ii Dj be partially
balanced, {iv) full information is retained on main effect Fj in Dif
full information be retained on all varietal contrasts in Dj. Thus the
properties of D with respect to the main effects can be controlled by
suitably choosing the varietal designs Dj,

in particular, the method of generalised cyclic product is faith
ful under the conditions of Theorem 3.1. As a consequence, noting
that in Example 3.1, Di retains full information on all varietal
contrasts, is Balanced, Da is partially balanced it folio ns that in
the corresponding 2X3X5 designfull inforfnation is retained on main
effect Fi, main effect F^ is balanced and main effectFa is partially
balanced.

Following the line of Mukerjee [5] it can also be shown^that,the
method of Khatri-Rao product is faithful under the conditions of
Theorem 4.1 if further rji=u~hj for each j, l{i.e. if further for each
j, the design Dj be M""V^-resolvable). It is readily seen that these
conditijas are satisfied by Di, Z>a considered in Example 4.1. Since
in that example Di is balanced and is partially balanced it follows
that in the corresponding 5 X9 design main effect Fi is balanced and
main effect Fz is partially balanced.
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As noted earlier, the methods described generally require a
smaUnumber of replicates and are flexible vvith regard to block size.
In this connexion, attention may be drawn to the 2x3X 5 design
proposed in Example 3.1. The design involves blocks of size 4 and
it may be noted that 4 has no common multiple with 3 or 5. Also by
suitably choosing Dj (l<y<m) it is often possible to ensure connec
tedness of the utlimate factorial designs.

The properties of the factorial designs constructed by the
methods described here with respect to interactions may be explored
using the formulae on average loss of information presented in
Mukerjee [5]. Also for the expressions for sum of squares due to
different factorial effects, refer to Mukerjee [5],

The methods presented here together with those described in
Mukerjee [5] have a very wide coverage. In fact for any given m
(number of factors) and any given (number of levels of
different factors), applying these methods it is possible to generate a
wide variety of effectwise orthogonal designs controlling the proper
ties vvith respect to main effects suitably. In any particular situation,
the experimenter should take into account practical considerations
regarding block size and number of replicates, investigate the
properties of the available designs with respect to interactions and
apply his discretion to make a choice from amongst the available
designs.
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